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At 10am one Sunday morning in the winter of 1893, a sailor named Tom Pert was kicked 
to death by a larrikin gang known as the ‘Miller's Point Push\1 His death incited 
immediate and widespread panic among Sydney's middle classes over ‘ the appal1ing 
extent to which lawlessness is rife 坦白e city,' and fear that 由e ‘ larr业in pest' w部
infesting every suburb? The prl臼s ran hot with 也e story - calling 垃‘a murder, 
conspicuous for a display of excessive bruta1ity,' and giving a blow-by-blow account of 
the inquest and trial as 也ey unfolded.3 Alongside these articles, sensationaIist newspaper 
editorials and le伽rs discussed the problem of larrikinism. Citizen delegations petitioned 
the mayor and 也e government for immediate action towards the end of suppressing 
larrikinism. Nine members of the Push were arrested. Yet when the case fma1Iy went to 
trial, only two men were convicted of manslaughter, sentenced each to five and ten years 
imprisonment. The other seven were released without charge.τbe Iightness of the 
sentences recommended by 也e jury su甲rised not only 也e press and its readership, but 
a1so the judge, who stated 由at ‘he could not but regard 由e assault as a grievous outrage 
1 Details ofthe events surrounding Pert's death were widely repo此时扭曲eSy曲ey newspapers between 
June26田 and September 1893. Forthe initial accounts ofthe events, see ‘Murder at Miller's Point: A 
Labouring Man Savaεely Attacked.τ'he Victim Kicked to Death. Eight Men Arrested' 司IdneyMorning 
Herald, June 261893, p8; ‘Brutal Murder at Miller's Point. A Man Kicked to Death in the Street. A 
Sunday Morning 0由唔:e.Ex悦。rdinaryMolestation of a "Push." Eight Arrests Made.' The Daily 
Telegraph, June 26 1893，而
2 ‘Bru饱1Murder at Miller's Point. A Man Kicked to Death in the Street. A Sunday Moming 0由age.
Extraordin町 Molestation of a "Push." Eight Arrests Made.' The Daily Telegraph, June 26 1893, p6 
3 ‘Murder at Miller's Point: A Labouring Man Savagely Attacked. The Victim Kicked to Dea也 EightMen
Arrested' 司Idney Morning战rald， June 261893, p8 
upon the peace of a civilised community,' and that he believed 由e evidence warranted 
the more serious charge ofmurder.4 
While historians have previously asserted that larrikinism was a reaction to nascent 
industrial capitalism,5 the contextua1 importance of rapid urbanisation, the rise of slums 
and mass unemployment, has been disregarded. Similarly, the murder of Tom Pert a1so 
remains absent 仕om most of也e literature on larrikinism. Where the Pert case has been 
mentioned by historians，也e level of research has been minimal and none of the 
historians show a famili缸ity with the outcome of the tria1.6 The detailed study of 
instances such as the Pert case can reveal a ple也ora of unexamined sources on 
larrikinism,7 and their examination makes possible the resurrection of the historica1 
4 咀eMiller's Point Tragedy. Verdict ofManslaughter. The Sentences on Reid and Rich.' Daily 
TeZegraph, August 11 1893, 3 
~ Kylie Smith argues ‘that larrikins can be understood as a form ofresistance to a nascent industria1 
capitalism and its increasing psychological impositions. This new form of capita1ism sought to create, 
through the rhetoric and practices of respectabi1ity and discipline, a new type ofworker and a new type of 
human being.' See Kylie Smith，‘Sul司ectivity， Hegemony, and the Subaltem in Sydney, 1870-1900,' 
lJ.ethinlång Marxism: Journal (扩'Economics， CUZi阳reandSocie秽" Vo119, num. 12, (ApriI2007), 169 
o James Murray devotes a chapter to 也.eP创 C臼e. While也is book is often cited as the on1y 创sting
ex:haustive account oflarri挝nism in 也e 19皿 centt町， the book lacks any footnotes, and a careful 
comparison between its contents and the source material reveal 也atMu叮叮 has often been more interested 
in spinning a good yam than writing a carefully consideredhistorical account. With the case ofTom Pert. it ' 
is doubtful whether Murray read more 也an the first newspaper accounts, as much ofthe information he 
gives is inaccurate. See James Murray, Larrilåns: 19'" Cen阳市α脚'Clge， (Melboume: Lansdowne Press, 
1973); Local historians ofMiller's Point have proved more interested in the Pert case than historians of 
larrikinism; however, their accounts are generally cursory and largely based on Murr町's book. See Shirley 
Fitzgerald and Chrlstopher Keating, Millers Point: The Urban 阿llage， (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger Pty. 
Limited, 199月， 61-63; Terry Kass, A Socìo-Economìc History ofMz11er坦 Poìnt: Final Report, (Sy也ey:
NSWDep町tment ofHousing, 1987), 82-83. In a11 these cases, the historians have failed to inve民igate 也e
actual outcome ofthe 位ial-which saw two men convicted of manslaughter - and none have mentioned the 
way the case interrelated to parliament缸y debates over f10gging and methods ofpunishment for 
l创rikinism.
7τhe assumption by historians that sources for 1缸世kinism 缸e absent beyond the mythologising and 
fictionalised accounts of elite observers is surprisingly prevalent. For example, Manning Cl缸k has written 
‘Our sources for也is early period are some位mes sketchy. Often we rely upon 1iterature ofthe period, such 
由Lewis Stone's novel Jon础， which describes the struggle of one man to emerge from the larri隘npacks
and make his own way in the wider world.' See Manning Clark, ‘Larrikins- 咀le Context,' in The Larrilån 
Streak:血~stl"alian 肝itel"s Look at the Lege 
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‘1缸rikin' figure 仕om its reified and mythologised position among the archetypes of 
Austra1ian characteristics.8 
The historiography 也at exists on larrikinism predominantly looks at the phenomenon 
也rough 也e lens ofa discourse ofmora1 panic. The concept ofthe 'mora1 panic' has been 
adopted by historians of the nineteen也 century more genera1ly to look at the way elite 
discourses embraced a politics of fear and mora1 indignation in relation to the behaviour 
of也e urban lower classes.9 The specific moral panic which surrounded larrikinism in late 
nineteenth cen阳ry Sydney has been dealt wi也 by other historians most n。但.bly in 
relation to the Mount Rennie rape case of 1886.10 Yet，世lese accounts have ana1ysed 
1缸rikinism as purely contained wi也in the representational discourse structured by the 
moral panic. They have thus ignored the importance of contrasting this representation 
with the experiences of slum-dwelling working class youths involved in the loca1 1arrikin 
Pushes. This may be in p缸t due to a popul町 conclusion among many recent historians of 
urban culture that 让 is actua1ly impossible to go beyond a discursive analysis. For 
ins臼nce， in relation to crime in nineteenth century Britain, Rob Sinda11 has argued 由at
"'Crime" 部 a cause or a result of socia1 change was not a lower socio-economic group 
act but a middle~lass perception of由at act. …In fact, the middle c1asses were capable of 
Publishers, 1990), 37-38. This view is unfortunate, as it has reinforced a selective and fictionalised history 
oflarrikinism which h部 rarely been challenged by later historians. 
。 Fortheway也ismyth has been constructed and perpetuated see John Rickard,‘Lovable Larri挝nsand
Aw如1 Ockers,' in The Australi仰2 Legend and Its Discontents, edited by Richard Nile, (St. Lucia: 
University ofQueensland Press, 200町， 297-308.
9 The term 'moral par白'w臼∞ined by the sociologist Stan1ey Cohen, but has since been adopted in 
historical anaIyses. See Stan1ey Cohen, Folk DeviZs and Moral Panics: 1加 Creation ofthe Mods and 
Rockers, (，。对ord:B部il Blackwell, 198η 
10 S四 particularly David WaIker,‘Youth on Trial: 四leMt. Rennie Case,' Labour History, number 50, May 
1986, 28-41; George Morgan，‘τ'he Bulletin andτ'heLarrikin:MornlPaIlÏc 祖 Late Nineteer曲 Century
Sy由ey，' Media International Australia, Number 町，November 1997, 17-23; John Ramsland, With Just but 
Relentless Dìsc树ne: A Social History ofCorrective Services in New South Wales, (Kenthurst: Kangaroo 
Press, 1996), 53-67 
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perceiving acts which may never have 邵阳ally happened or suddenly perceiving acts 
which had been 'Occurring unremarked f 'Or years.' 11 A similar appr'Oach has been ad'Opted 
by s 'Ome 'Of the leading hist'Orians 'Of urban Sydney, m 'Ost n 'Otably led by Alan Mayne, 
wh'Ose studies 'Of slum devel 'Opment hinge entirely 'On unc'Overing a b 'Ourge'Ois 
representati 'Onal disc'Ourse 'Of slums which he 缸gues did n 'Ot accurately reflect 由e reality 
'Of slum life. Furtherm'Ore, because 'Of the shaping 'Of this representati'Onal disc'Ourse, he 
缸gues，让 is imp'Ossible f 'Or the hist'Orian t 'O ever understand 也is realiw.12 
It is a central argument 'Of 也is essay 也at 让 is p 'Ossible t 'O read bey'Ond the discursive 
nature 'Of the s'Ources, t 'O understand n 'Ot 'Only the experience 'Of working c1ass y 'Ouths 
inv'Olved in 也e larrikin Pushes, but als'O t 'O unc'Over 由e way in which this l'Oca1 rea1ity 
c 'Ontributed t 'Owards shaping the m 'Ora1 panic expressed by elite 'Observers and the press. 
The inv'Olvement 'Ofthe Miller's P 'Oint Push in T 'Om Pert's death w i11 be used as a case-
study f'Or understanding this c 'Omplex relati'Onship.τ'he 'Outc 'Ome 'Of the Pert trial 
illustrates clearly 也at the ‘ larrikin' imagined by the press and even the legislature was 
sharply disl 'Ocated fr'Om this l 'Oca1 reality. Evidence 企om the Pert case reveals 由at y 'Oung 
men in Miller's P 'Oint identified 也emselves as being part 'Of a ‘Push', 'Or 'Talent' as it was 
a1tematively ca11ed. H'Owever，由e relati'Onship 'Of this Push t 'O the l'Oca1 c 'Ommunity was 
11 See Rob SindaIl, Street Violence in the Nineteenth Century: Media Panic or Real Danger?, Leicester: 
Leicester University Press, 1990. 
12 See A1an Mayne, Fevel二 Squalor and 阿ce: Sanit础ion and Social Policy in Victonan砂'dney， (St. Lucia: 
University ofQueensland, 1982); A1an Ma;归e， Representing the Slum: Popular Journalism in a Late 
Nineteenth-CentZlry City， σarkvilIe， Victoria: 因storyDepartment, University ofMelboume, 1991); For the 
way urban archaeology has been incorporated into this interpretation see A1an Mayne and Tim Murr町，
‘τhe archaeology ofurban landscapes: explorations in Slumland,' in The Archaeology 01 Urban 
Landscapes: Eψlorations in Slumland, edited by Alan Mayne and Tim Murr町， (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 1-7; Grace Karskens，‘SmalI也ings， big pictures: New perspectives 
企m由e archaeology of Sydn町's Rocks neighbourhood,' in The Archaeology 01 Urban Landscapes: 
Explorations in Slumland, edited by A1an Mayne and Tim Murray, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001), 69-85 
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much more nuanced than simply a street gang exacting teηor over moraIIy upright 
citizens. A level of everyday violence undoubtedly existed in such communities; 
however, it is likely 也at this violence originated within the harsh conditions of the 1890s 
ratherthan 由e so-caIIed ‘crisis of civilisation' espoused by middle c1ass commentators. 
One of the principle concems for elite commentators was to combat larrikinism by 
increasing poIice presence wi也in commm世ties. Nevertheless, this response only 
produced an increase in ‘ larrikin' behaviour. The most common crimes committed by 
larrikin Pushes were in fact targeted against the poIice, indicating that a level of 
community conflict was engendered by continual police intervention into working class 
neighbourhoods. Methods of over-policing resulting 坦白e criminalisation of youth 
behaviour can thus be seen as not only a response to the moral panic over larrikinism, but 
also a contributing factor in the perception 也at larrikinism was rife within Sydney. 咀lis
essay discusses the way in which this conflict between police and the larrikin Pushes over 
the ordering of public space within working class communities intersected wi白 themoral
panic represented by the press. In也is manner 1 aim to begin to resolve 也e di写junction
between purely representational history and the social history of larrikinism. 
In order to achieve this aim, 1 wiIl first examine in detail 也e exact nature of the moral 
panic over larrikinism. 1 begin with an ac∞unt of the notion of a ‘crisis of civilisation' 
which permeated Australian society in 由e late nineteenth century and was heavily 
associated with declining moral standards among the urban lower c1asses. This 
contextualises the moral panic over larrikinism as a middle class discourse 由at reacted to 
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the unruly behaviour of lower c1ass youths in the slum environment of Sydney. By 
presenting 由e moral panic discourse in detail it is then possible to sharply contrast this 
wi白白e specifics of the Tom Pert murder case and the example of the Miller's Point 
Push. 1 intend to demonstrate how 也e local rea1ity of the men involved in this case 
contradicted many of the assumptions prevalent in the middle class discourse over 
larrikinism, and to fmal reflect on the circumstances 也at a110wed the jury to conc1ude 
such a notorious trial by acquitting 也e men of murder. 
Larrikinism and the Crisis of Civllisation 
Had he survived the a1tercation wi也 theMiller's Point Push, Tom Pert would have sailed 
部 a crew member on board the Royal Tar, which 位朋sported the New Australia colonists 
to Paraguay.13 Departing Sydney on July 19曲， 1893, the New Austra1ia Movement's plan 
to establish an agrarian socialist community in Paraguay formed the most radical 
response to what was a much more pervasive perception of a crisis in nineteenth cerr阳ry
Australian civi1isation.14 In New South Wales, this crisis was irr位insically linked with 
Sydney's rapid population grow曲曲at had fostered uneven urbanisation leading to ov町·
13τ'his is mentioned in the early press reports ofPert's death. See ‘Brutal Murder at Miller's Point. A Man 
Kicked to Death in the 如eet.A Sunday Morning Outrage. Ex恼ordinary Mol田tation of a "Push." Eight 
Arrests Made.' The Daily Telegraph, June 26 1893, p6; ‘Murder at Miller's Point: A Labouring Man 
Savagely Attacked.τ'be Victim Kicked ωDeath. Eight Men Arrested' 句IdneyMorning Herald, June 26 
1893, p8 
14τ'beNewAus位alia colonists wrote ofthis crisis of civi1isation in their journal: 咱lere is no man, having 
any conception oflife worth the name, who does not feel s饭rved and entombed in this gaudy sepulchre we 
call civilisation.' ‘WhatNewAu由世ia Is，' NewA即'tral阳:Journall扩theNew A1istralia Co-Operative 
Settlement Association, Volume 1, Number 6, Apri11893, 4. See also the article ‘NewAus恼Iiaand
Civi1ization,' New AZlStralia: Journall扩theNewA础。'alia Co-Operative Settlement Association, Volume 
1, Number 3, January 1892, 1; 1 have dealt with the philosophy behind the New Australia movement in 
greater detail e1sewhere, see Stephanie Mawson, <The "Workingman's Paradise", White Supremacy and 
Utopianism: the New Australia Movement as an Episode in Aus恼IianWorking Class Racism,' Sy也可:
Beauchamp Prize (I丑storic哟， University ofSydney, 2007 
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crowding，由e rise of slum communities, and widespread problems of sanitation, disease 
and ultimately crimes such as larrikinism.1 
By the 1880s, the conditions experienced by Sydney' s slum population were well known 
to have originated in what many middle class observers deemed a moral degeneration. A 
series of o:fficial investigations into housing conditions and over-crowding initiated in 
1875-76 found 也at the slum areas of Sydney were even worse than the most notorious 
slums of London.16 Conditions experienced by prisoners in local watch-houses, 
particularly those kept ovemight in the central watch-house, were 岛und to be ‘almost 
equal to 也ose ofthe captives in the memorable black-hole at Calcutta, or those of a gang 
of negroes in the hold of a slaver enduring the horrors of the Middle Passage.' 17 While 
some observers looked towards underlying economic relations of exploi阳.tion to explain 
the way these conditions eroded civilisation and led to problems of endemic criminality,18 
mainstream critics of larrikinism saw the social decay wrought by urbanisatlon and 
industrialisation in moral terms. They feared that such conditions had the potential of 
po1ìticising slum-dwellers. As one observer put it,‘Men, women, and children, forced 
也rough circumstances to sleep, to wash, to eat in the same room, whose only opportunity 
of obtaining fresh air is in the lane or the street, will sooner or later realise that 也可町e
15 Sydney's population doubled between 1861 and 1901. See Max Kelly,‘Picturesque and Pesti1ential: The 
Sy'也ey Slum Observed 1860-1900,' in Nineteenth-Century Sydney: Essays in Urban History, edited by 
Max Kelly, (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1978), 68 
.0 See NSW Legislative Assembly, Votes and Proceedings, 1875-76, vol. V,‘Sydney City Suburban 
Sewerage and Health Bo缸d. Eleventh Progress Report飞535-667; See also Mayne, Fever, Squalor and 
Vice; and for a local study of slums in Surry Hills s出 ChristopherKeating, Surry Hills: The City's 
Backyard, (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1991), 48-55 
17 New South Wales Legislative Assembly, Vot臼 and Proceedings, 1875-76, vol. V,‘Sydney City 
Suburban Sewerage and Health Bo缸d. Seventh Progress Report', 467-486 
18 S四 for insíance the anarchist pamphlet by David A. Andrade, Our Social System, and how it qffects 
those who workfor their living， 。岛lbourne: D.A. Andrade, 188η 
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part of a system which has produced [these] conditions.' 19 Slums were seen by middle 
c1ass observers as 由e centres of debauchery, drunkenness, parental neglect and irreligion 
一也e building blocks of a ‘ sub-cul阳re of deviance' which challenged bourgeois values 
and middle class domination over public order.20 
The moral panic over larrikinism clearly intersected wi由 the discourse over slum-
degeneration. ‘The chief cause of the "larrikin" is the tremendous congestion of 
population,' wrote one observer. ‘Owing to overcrowding, quarrels, and want of libe呵，
也e youth are forced to spend their leisure in hotels or in the streets. In… the narrow and 
crowded streets 也可町e from childhood in constant collision with each other, their 
neighbours, and the police卢1 Furthermore, the appalling slum conditions were said ω 
have a deleterious e他ct on the characters of slum inhabitants. One au也or addressing the 
problem of larrikinism wrote 由at，‘filth， lack of ventilation, and overcrowding are … all 
evi1s which must militate against the growth of virtue. And while such indecent 
conditions oflife prevail in widespread plenty, it [was] 岛lly to expect 由.e excrescence of 
misery and vice on our population to decrease. ,22 
This sense of civilisational crisis was 剖rongly felt to be peculiar to Australian conditions, 
and Larrikins were understood to be a particularly Australian phenomenon. Undoubtedly, 
也eyhad 也eir equivalents in 由e English ‘rough，'由e San Francisco ‘hoodlum,' and the 
19 S.D. Yarrington, Darkest Sydney: Some Incidents in Slum L静， (Sy也可: Sydney Dorning Sm胁， 191句，
9 
20 Mayne, Fever, Squalor and 阿ce， 106-110
21 Jonathan J. Lepherd，‘L缸世挝nism.ιe忧.ers to 世le Editor]，'句JdneyMorning Herald, July 18 1893, 6; 
George Morgan also makes也is point in his study on the moral panics surrounding larrikinism. See 
Morgan, 'The Bulletin and The L缸rikin，' 20 
22 Aj缸，‘Larri挝nismJa钞dney Quarterly Magazine, Volume 1, Number 2, January 1884, 212 
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New York ‘rowdy,, however the exceptionalism of Australian conditions was widely 
perceived across intemational borders户‘Like the mysterious growths in Australian 
fauna and flora,' wrote the Leeds 1\企rcury in 1892,‘[the larrikin] seems to be a peculiar 
product of the country; and he has grown wi也 the growth of population, until his present 
numbers … have become an interference with 由e liberty of 由e well disposed卢4
Similarly, the Los Angeles Times argued 由at ‘白lese p缸iahs …缸'e as much the outcome 
of [Australia可 distinctive civilization as the kangaroo, the bushman, and the gum tree 
are products of Ìts climate and soil. ,25 The New York Times expressed that，‘白e traveller 
who reaches [Australia] by way of Hawaii, Samoa, Fiji, and New-Zealand looks back 
upon the naked South Sea Islander as a natural-bom gentleman when contrasted with 也e
Australian larrikin卢6
The British and American newspapers located 也e origins of the larrikin in 也e material 
conditions of Australia -仕om the climate, to shorter working hours, to higher wages, and 
the greater availability ofmeat. However, above all, Australia's convict past was invoked 
as indicative of a hereditary cause for larrikinism. Under such circumstances, the 
23 The Bulletín wrote,‘In our opinion, the typicallarrikin is a reincamated blackfellow who, during a 
formers饱Ite of existence, was spoilt by contact with the civilisation of towns. He is indigenous to 
"Australìa，也e fantastìc land ofmonstrosìties.'" The Blllletin, May 28 1881 
24 吁'heAustralian L缸rikin，' Leeds M切'Cll巾， October 1 1892 
25 The artìcle goes on to argue 也at 'The Whitechapel outcast, the Parisian snake, the Valparaiso cutthroat, 
andtheunn副gatedbegg:缸 and伽iefofNaples, w圳it也hhis protωo守pe臼s i恤na创all t由heMedi甜i社t创.erranean tωowns..血e
meanest of them is a model of manliness and a type of chiva1ric nobility compared with the Australasian 
1缸甘kinJ ‘TheAus桐lianLarri挝n. Most Brutal ofthe World's Outlaws - the Curse ofthe An.tipodes.' Los 
Angeles Times, ApriI 41897, 21 
26 ‘HumanPe邸 ofAustralia. 币leRustic Sundowner and the Urban Laπikin.' New York Times, July 16 
1894; A further example is given by the Washington Post 吁helar甜民 like the kangaroo, is peculi町 to
the AustraIian continent. In no other country, certainly not in the United States, would he even be permitted 
to exist.'咽leL缸rikin. Australian City Hobo, a Human Jackal, Who Terrorizes Towns.' Washington Post, 
July 81900， 18; 币le Belfast News-Letter, claimed that ‘咀leAntipodean "larrikin" is our "'Aryy," plllS the 
Californian "hoodlum," plus the New York "dead rabbit," plus the Parisian "r，句IOn.''' George Augus阳S
Sala,‘Echoes ofthe Week' Be伊1StNews-Letter, March 8 1890. 
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American press in particular thought it was ludicrous 由at Australian police did not carry 
gunS.27 'The hoodlum and the larrikin of civilization is the standing difficulty of our 
sentimen饵1 age,' wrote one British newspaper.28 
The Pert case in particular evoked a sense of panic among Sydney's public 由at such a 
crime could be committed in a city ‘supposed to be in 也e enjoyrnent of the amenities of 
civilisation. ,29 For Australians on the eve of Federation it was essentia1 to battle the 
unshakeable convict stain and the perception that British racial purity was being eroded 
through exposure to an immora1 and diseased culture among working class colonia1s - at 
least in order to prove that Aus回lian civilisation was viable.30 Understanding 也e origins 
oflarrikinism was therefore ofu阳10st importance; yet, a universal definition of由e nature 
of由is social phenomenon proved ultimately illusive. 
The Nature of the Moral Panic - Middle Class Representations of Larrikinism 
Few contemporary accounts could ever agree on what larrikinism was, let alone what its 
root causes were. In many ways 也is fact alone exemplifies 也e nature of the moral panic 
over larrikinism- ‘ larrikinism' was an amorphous term 也at was readily applied to any 
27 吁'heLarr出n.' Newcastle W白均I Courant, August 51893; ‘Human Pests of Australia. The Rustic 
Sundowner and the Urban Larrikin.' New York Times, July 16 1894; Stephen Garton has also mentioned 
也.e influence of the ‘convict stain' on law reform and public order in Sydney. See Stephen Garton, 
‘Pursuing Incorrigible Rogues: Pattems ofPolicing in NSW 1870-1930,' Journal ofthe R叩alAustralian 
Historical Soc危机 Volume 77, Number 3, Dec. 1991, 16-17 
28 'The Criminals and the Police ofLondon,' Pall Mall Gazette, October 13 1888 
29 吁'he Larrikin Reign ofTerror.' Daily Telegraph, June 27 1893, 4 
30 G窗too，‘Purs凶ng Incorrigible Rogues,' 24-25 
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sort of crirnina1 behaviour户 Lega11y， larrikin activities came under the heading of 
‘riotous and disorderly behaviour' - a purposely ambiguous term 也at leant larrikinism a 
nebulous flavour 由at promoted its utili可 as a scapegoat explanation 岛r any public sin 
against bo町geois respectability户 Some recurring clairns about larrikinism were 
nevertheless made. Larrikins were most commonly 岛und hanging out on street comers at 
night ‘wheresoever our brilliant city gas fails to shed its luminous rays. ,33 Dancing 
sa100ns were also frequently cited as dens of larrikinism.34 Furthermore，也e larrikin 
o:ffended public decency and law and order in almost every way - from dancing and 
picnicking,35 to murdering, raping,‘seizing wi也 gusto the opportunity of stabbing a 
decent lad, , 36 and terrorising witnesses 齿。m testifying at court-hearings户The most 
influentia1 observer of larrikinism, Ambrose Pr毗 claimed that larrikins abstained from 
alcohol on principal and 由at 也ey were chaste and monogamous in 由eir relationships 
with women严 P缸adoxically， excessive drin挝ng was elsewhere described as endemic to 
31 As the Bulletin cynically suggested, 1缸rikinism was utilised to describe almost any behaviour-
‘idlene圃， d臼truction of property, acts of violence, obstructing the highway, bad language，也e assumption 
ofanaggr田sively disrespectful 8i忧i扭曲:， noise, dìrt, profanity, ignorance, an unshaven 臼pect， a retreating 
forehead, a fishy eye, a braided coat, a so负 black hat, bel1-bottomed trousers, high b回:led boots, and a 
general and promiscuous cusse也ess of demeanour.' S臼‘ARemedy for Larri挝nism，' The Bulletin, 
September 10 1892, 4 
32 Legally, riotous and disorderly behaviour covered ‘a very large class of offences against good order and 
decency, beginning with the use ofunpleasant and profane and indecent language...and ending with也ose
violent and bru时回saults on uno:ffending persons, the police, and people assisting the police. ' New Sou也
Wal臼 Legislative As回:mbly，‘DisorderlyConduct S叩press阳 Bill'，NSW Parliamen田yDebates, 1 st 
series, volume 60, 5 October 1892, 926 
33 Aj矶‘L町剧nism，' 207 
34 Edmund Fosbery，也e inspector-genera1 ofpolice与 recommended greater police co曲。1 over dancing 
saloons, s旬出19 in 1884 that ‘∞:mplaints 缸'e constantly made to me ofthe disorderly, immoral, and obscene 
behaviour of people 企equenting such sa1oons'. See New South Wales Police Dep町国.en:飞 Annual Report 
for the Year 1884, Sydney: New Sou也 Wa1es Police Department, 1884 
35 Ambrose Prat民飞
36 j均U缸'‘L町rikinism，' 207 
37 New South Wa1es Legislative Assembly，‘咀Diωsor时dei巾 Cωond础u蚓ctS旬upp邸sio佣nBill', 1892, 930 
38 Pratt, "'Push" Larrikinism in Au吐ra1ia，' 38 
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larrikinism, and that 由ey were in the habit of prostituting 也eir gir世iends 岛r monetary 
gain.39 m  
Exactly who was engaged in larrikin behaviour was never strai民t-forwa时， either. Pratt 
saw larrikins 囚 essentially a lower class phenomenon - originating with crowds of boys 
‘content to revenge 由emselves upon their social superiors,' and later forming into the 
organised street-gangs known as Pushes. He believed them to be recruited among steadily 
employed and hard-working lower class youths, who nevertheless harboured an innate 
criminality.40 Pratt's class-based origins of larrikinism corresponded to the belief among 
other observers 由at larrikinism was a product of the slums; however this was by no 
means a universal assumption. Many observers in 也.ct believed that larrikins were ‘the 
sons of parents who can afford to support them in idleness,' young men who were 
suffering 也e effects of good employment, high wages, and overly-abundant leisure time. 
In these instances, it was c1aimed, larrikins were not necessarily motivated towards crime 
through want or necessity, but through sheer boredom户
A veritable multitude of explanations were also 。他red to explain the development of 
larrikinism within Sydney' s suburbs卢 At the most basic level, urban inheritance of也e
39 Ajax，‘L臼叫挝nism' 207; Nat Gould, Town and Bush: str咿 Notes on Australia, (London: Routledge, 
1896), 103-104 
40 He cites them to be drawn from 'butcher'sωsistan饵， enginemen， stokers, wharf-labourers, jockeys, Ìron-
workers, dockhands,' and skilled artisans. Pr脯， "'Push" Larrikinism in Australia,' 32, 38 
41 Idleness was said to be bred into these you也s by parents who ‘wiIl not allow them to work unless they 
receive 位emendous wages,' which resulted in a class ofyoung people who did not know howto work, and 
chose to support themselvl臼‘on the proceeds ofprostitution.' New South Wa1es Legislative Assembly, 
‘Disorder1y Conduct Suppression Bill', 1892, 935, 940 
42 For an extended discussion ofthe origins oflarrikinism see New South Wa1es Legislative Assemb坊，
‘Disorder1y Conduct Suppression Bill飞 NSWPar1iamentary Debates, 1且 series， volume 76, 4 April1895, 
5081-5094; See a1so New South Wa1es Police Department, Annual R甲ortfor the Year... , Sy'由ey:New
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‘bi忧er c'Onvict spirit' was ass'Ociated wi也 bushranging in an e缸lier time, and despite 
industrialisation and 企'ee immigrati'On, remnants 'Of the c'Onvict past were said t'O be 
retained am'Ong slum dwellers卢 Furtherm'Ore，也e streets ab 'Ounded with quantities 'Of 
‘waif运 and strays 由at elude 也'Ose vigilant 'Officers that supervise the rol1s.' Instead 'Of 
g'Oing t'O sch'O'Ol, these y'Oungsters went t'O w'Ork, 'Often as newsb'Oys. Free 企om 也e
sch'O'Oling system they were f'Ound t'O band t'Ogether and t'O‘have every facility f'Or passing 
an excellent examinati'On in pushi'Ol'Ogy. , 44 Alth'Ough new educati'Onal systems were being 
ad'Opted t 'O dea1 wi曲曲e attriti'On rates am'Ong w'Orking class children, many 'Observers 
believed 也is educati'Ona1 ref'Orm did n'Ot gl。 如 en'Ough t'Owards addressing the crisis 'Of 
larrikinism,45 while 'Others still saw 也e industrial sch'O'Ol system as actua11y causing 
larrikinism卢 Other s'Ocia1 c'Ommentat'Ors l'Ocated 由e ro 'Ots 'Of larrikinism at a bi'Ol'Ogica1 
level- ‘白at is，也ey have weak 'Or diseased brains [and] their passi'Ons 町'e prematurely 
devel'Oped,47 
Every explanati'On 邵阳也e 'Origins 'Of larrikinism came wi也 its 'Own pr'Op'Osed s'Oluti'On. 
Expanding the p'Olice f'Orce was the m'Ost basic and c'Onsistent tactic suggested. The 
Bulletin was persistently v'Ocal in supp'Orting this prop'Osal, arguing 也at ‘in s'Ome by-ways 
'Of Sy'缸町，也e 平ush" 'Often musters fi盘y str'Ong, and the G'Ovemment which leaves a 
Sou也 Wales Police Department, 1883, 1886; Peter N. Grabosky，句Idney in Ferment: Crime, Dissent and 
Official Reaction, 1788-1973, (Canberra: Aus忧alianNational University Press, 1977)， 89θ1 
咽 Prat民L
4斜4 ‘PU凶shiology a扭ndEdu山ca甜挝白o∞n.[耳Le甜t忧ters t阳otheEditωor]可'Dσ'aily Te旨剖legra，飞@叩'Q，叩rph， July 10 1893, 7 
45 'L町挝nism. [Letters to the Editor],' Sydney Morning Herald, July 18 1893, 6 
46In wri创ng about the indus位ial school ship, the Vernon, Joe Bragg argued that it had ‘manufactured 
murderers, sodomites, self二'polluters，mophs (moph is an abbreviation ofthe word hermophrodite [sic], and 
its modem signification must be plain) - in fact men who have committed every crime under the sun.' He 
incIuded in his evidence the fact that one ofthe men charged over the notorious Mount Rennie outr鸣ehad
g回uated :from the Vernon. See Joe Br销路:， Whence come our Great Criminals!: From the Vernon or the 
Public Schools?, (Sy，也ey: W. Brooks, Printer, [189-?]) 
件'阿ce andits 阿ctims in 句Idney: The Cause and Cure, by a Pupil ofthe Late Prof. John Woolley, D.C.L., 
(Sy也.ey: Published, for the Proprietor, at Edwin H. Becke's. 1873), 57 
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solitary constable or a pair of constables to cope with such a ga也ering is an idiot in the 
first place and 由e accomplice of manslaughter in 也e second. ,48 Yet even 由is had 
problems, for it was doubted whether there could ever be enough police in any one place 
at any one time to counter也e violence oflarge gangs ofYOUthS.49 The Police Department 
recommended 白鼠， in addition to expanding 由e force, larrikinism could be curbed by 
extending police supervision into dancing sa1oons, common lodging houses, factories and 
workshops, as well 部 by extending the Industrial Schools Act, and providing more 
adequate housing for poor :fi组nilies.50
The reinstitution of flogging as a punishment for larrikin offences was a more 
controversia1 remedy, and one which was introduced into parliament several times in 也e
1890s and defeated each time户 The Disorderly Conduct Suppression Bill of 1892 urged 
也at whipping be used 部 punishment for 由e violent crimes of unprovoked or bru臼I
assault, assaults on police officers and other persons aiding the law, and 也e violent 
intimidation of witnesses in any criminal proceedings.ηlis bill also made a number of 
other recommendations 岛r 由e suppression of larrikinism, including establishing a 
reformatory system for juvenile offenders, a ‘move-on' clause which would forcefully 
48 ‘A Remedy for Larrikinism,' The Bulletin, September 10 1892, 4 
49 'Wherever there is a factory, there is sure to be a mob oflewd lads, who mak:e the bye崎'places dangerous 
to any defenceless person,' wrote the 砂'dneyMail. 'But we cannot station half二a-dozen policemen over 
every factory.' See ‘OurLarri挝ns，'司，dneyMail, January 8 1887. The Police Department expressed a 
similar opinion in 1884,‘lncreased means of repression will be provided by an additional Police Force, but 
the root ofthe evillies too deep to be eradicated by a mere en岛，rc朋lent ofthe law.' New South Wales 
Police Department, Annual R甲ortfor the Ye旷 1884， Sy也.ey: New South Wales Police Department, 1884 
50 New South Wales Police Department, Annual R，电portfor the Year 1890, Sy也可: New South Wales 
Police Department, 1890 
51 Apro飞过sion for whipping was included within the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883, however by 
1892 it was felt that ‘thatpro训sion， practically, has been a dead letter.' New South Wales Legislative 
Assembly,‘Disorderly Conduct Suppression Bill', 1892, 931; For more de国Is on也is le国slation and on 
earlier legislative 础棚内to deal with larrikinism, see G.D. Woods, A History ofCriminal Law in New 
South Wales: The Colonial Period, 1788-1900, (Annandale, N.S.W.: The Federation Press, 2002), 324-343 
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disperse c 'Ongregati'Ons 'Of m 'Ore than three pe'Ople 'On any street c'Omer, and increasing 也e
penalties f'Or repeat 'Offenders, 'Offences c'Ommitted in gr'Oups, and 'Offences 由at resulted in 
由e destructi'On 'Of pr'Operty 'Or 由e inj町'Of P町s'Ons. The fl'Ogging c1ause, h 'Owever, 
ensured its failure when it reached the upper h 'Ouse 'Of parliament. 52 
When T'Om Pert was kicked t 'O death in June 1893, the g'Ovemment was heavily criticised 
f'Or failing t 'O p部s this piece 'Of legislati'On 'Only m 'Onths earlier. The press argued 由at， had 
such measures been enacted, an Ïnn'Ocent man may n 'Ot have died. Thr'Ough'Out 由e trial 
'Over Pert' s death, the press in fact enc'Ouraged a ‘systematic crusade' against larrikinism, 
which w 'Ould be ‘carried 'On 曲m1y， unceasingly, and vigilantly, until 由e pestilence is 
beaten d'Own and finally eradicated, r'O'Ot and branch.' Pressure 企om the media was 
s'Ought t 'O ensure the bill w 'Ould be brought int'O legislati'On; ‘ this must be d 'One if we wish 
t 'O prevent 也is fair and beauti缸1 land 'Of 'Ours fr'Om being held up t 'O c'Ontempt and etemal 
disgrace in the eyes 'Of 也e w'Orld卢3 咀le C'Or'Oner presiding 'Over the inquest int'O Pert's 
death similarly saw the case as a c'Onceming devel'Opment in larrikinism, and h'Oped 也就
the incident w 'Ould enc'Ourage the 缸.ture passing 'Of legislati'On 'f'Or 也e m 'Ore effectual 
suppressi'On 'Of larrikin "pushes". ，54ηle implementati'On 'Of the ‘m 'Ove- 'On' clause was 
particularly h 'Oped ωdisperse 也e ‘sch'O'Ols 'Of iniquity，由r'Ough which the children 'Of 
many h 'Onest parents have been brought t 'O ruin and disgrace. ,55 Arming the p 'Olice was 
52 New South Wales Legislative Assembly,‘DisorderIy Conduct Suppression BiII', 1892, 926-931 
53 咱也 Larr出n Reign ofTerror. [Le悦的 to the Editor]' Daily Telegraph, June 28 1893, 3 
54 吨'he Coroner's Opinion about Larrikinism,' Daily Telegraph, July 11 1893, 4 
55 ‘白le PoIice and Larri挝nism' Daily Telegraph, JuIy 211893, 4 
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also strongly 也，voured by the press, who claimed that 让 was a regrettable necessity wi也in
many ‘ civilised communities. ,56 
The Pert case was thus seen as a new extreme in the history of larrikinism, granting 
Sydney ‘the unenviable notoriety..剧 a theatre of larrikinism. ,57 Previous assaults 也at
had led to death in the Miller's Point district had been committed at night - a murder in 
broad daylight and in the view of a large number of witnesses exhibited a new and 
conceming level of boldness and audacity on 也ep町t of the larrikins of Miller's Point. 
The situation in Sydney' s streets was reaching a crisis point. ‘The feeling of the citizens 
is not one of indignation only, but of general personal alarm at 也e growing power and 
audacious lawlessness of the larrikin plague abroad in our s位'eets，' wrote the Daily 
TeZegraph.58 Le忧ers and editorials :flowed through the papers calling for increased police 
numbers and 岛r the cat-o-nine-tails to be applied with vigo町 to the backs of those 
responsible 岛rac臼 ofbrutallarrikin behaviour.59 There was a strong feeling 也at not only 
was policing currently ineffective, but 由at the judicial process rarely resulted in 
convictions of criminals responsible for larrikin outrages similar to the Pert case.60 
As the inquest into Pert's death was taking pIace, a citizens' deputation was formed to 
petition the mayor for a public mee由19on the 1侃rikin crisis 由e city was facing. Although 
由e petitioners were c、areful not to mention the specifics of也e Pert case, they referred to 
56 'The Police and the Larri挝n Pest.' Daily Telegraph, July 6 1893, 4 
57 'The Suppression ofLarrikinism,' Daily Telegraph, JuIy 3 1893， 4; ‘白le Supineness ofthe Law,' The 
Bulletin, JuIy 8, 1893, p6 
58 ‘TheLarr恤Reign ofTerror.' Daily Telegraph, June 27 1893, 4 
6:萝 v喃I口be时叫La血"arr缸町町η i挝尬I此啕l川ofTe.臼rπrror
0 ‘.τηThe Suppression ofLa缸rr世t斟隘n剑ism，' Daily Te旨剖legrq叩ph， JuIy 3 189归3， 4
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it indirectly as 也e motivation for their cause, citing the problems of under-policing and 
也e corruption ofthe judicial process 由rough larrikin intimidation.61 白le meeting held in 
the Town Hall on July 7世1 1893 strongly supported the flogging of larrikins and passed a 
resolution ‘to appeal to the Legislature to pass such measures as may be necess缸y to 
strengthen由e hands ofthe au由orities in coping with the crying evils of "larrikinism" and 
由e ruffianism so r缸npant in certain localities卢2 Two days later the deputation presented 
this resolution to 也e Premier ofNew South Wales who assured them 由at 也e government 
would seek out ‘strong, stern, and drastic action' to remove Iarrikinism 企om Sydney's 
streets.63 Despite this，也e actions of the deputation seemed to have little impact. The 
DisorderIy Conduct and Suppression BiII was not re-introduced into parliament until 
1895, and even then it was again defeated in the upper-house due to the inclusion of 
flogging within the legislation.64 
The level of panic incited by 由e press du由19 the Pert trial raised concerns among the 
judiciary 由at the outcome of也e 位ial would result in a prejudiced verdict. Throughout 
the inquest and 位ial，也e press had pre-empted the verdict of murder, and strongly 
emphasised the evidence given to support the case of the Crown. Yet despite all the 
callings for lashings, for heightened police intervention into working class communities, 
for the veritable blood of the accused men on trial, the jury dismissed the charges of 
murder and found only two of the accused guilty of manslaughter. This result su甲rised
61 ‘Larr出nismintheαty. Deput甜onto也eMayor.' Sydney Morning Herald, July 3 1893, 3 
出'The Suppression ofLarri挝nism.Meeting in 也e Town Hall.' ，匀IdneyMorning Herald, July 8 1893, 13 
63 ‘The Suppression ofLarrikinism. Citizens' Deputation to 也e Premier. Prison Discipline and the Lash. 
白le Police to us their Revolvers.' Daily Telegraph, July 10 1893, 9; 'The Suppression ofLarrikinism. 
Deputa挝on to the Premier.' Sydney Morning H旨rald， July 10 1893, 9 
0斗 New South Wales Legislative Assembly,‘Disorder1y Conduct Suppression Bill', 1895, 5081-5094 
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a1most everyone involved. The seven other men initially arrested over Pert's death were 
released by the judge on bail pending a future 创a1由at never happened.65 
This particular case study raises a number of important questions regarding the verity of 
也e ‘moral panic' as a mainstream social discourse. Ifthe panic over larrikinism, as it was 
presented by 也e press and a variety of middle class and elite observers 企om Australia 
and overseas, was said to be expressive of widespread fears that crossed community 
bound町ies and c1ass lines, why would a jury choose the lightest sentence avai1able to 
them? And why would a judge release the other seven men without any charge - men 
who were reputed to be bruta1ised and murderous menaces to society? The results of也is
trial are particularly interesting given 由at on1y seven ye缸's earlier 岛ur men had been 
hanged for 加 rape of a girl amidst a simil即如rore over the crimina1 plague of 
larrikinism.66 Ultimately, these events revea1 that the issue of larrikinism was more 
complex 也an a purely discursive ana1ysis a110ws for. By utilising the available 
newspaper sources for 也e Pert case it is nevertheless possible to shed further insight into 
the nature ofthe larrikin Pushes. 
65 In fact, eight ofthem were initially ch缸ged and brought to trial over the murder, however after a创al that 
l臼ted several days the jury had to be completely dismissed due to allegaιtÏons that one oftheir members had 
gone mad. When the trial was reconvened, only two ofthe men, Edward Rich and τhomas Reid, were 
brought before the court under the charge of wilfully murdering Pert. The evidence relating to the 
involvement ofthe other men in the death was too shaky to warrant a 岛II 时aI， and so they were released 
without charge. "吁The览 Mil1创.、 Point Traged:句:y. Discharge ofthe Jury. A Lunatic Juror - An Altered Ch缸ge.'
Dai1y Telegraph, August 81893， 6; ‘白leMiller's Point Tragedy. Release ofthe Accused.' Daily 
Telegraph, August 161893, 3. 
66 Walker,‘Youth on Trial: The Mt. Rennìe C臼e，' 28-41 
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The Death ofTom Pert: Inside the Miller's Point PUSh67 
In the six months preceding his death, Pert had several antagonistic run-ins with the Push 
which included bringing some oftheir members to the attention of由e police. As revenge, 
Pert 岛und himself tailed for several months by the leaders of由e gang. Eventua11y, the 
vindictiveness of the Push led to a bi忧:er end. On the night of the 24th of June 1893, Pert 
engaged in a scuffle with one ofthe Push's ringleaders, Henry Dooh钮， and was chased 
home by a crowd of Push members. 咀le following moming, Doohan was waiting to 
continue the fight wi由 Pert on the road outside Pert' s house. Pert was a much larger man 
and easily flung Doohan to the ground. In that instant, however, the Push gang again 
rushed down the street. In a matter of seconds, Pert was surrounded and thrown heavily 
to 也.e ground and kicked in the head. He was able to stagger home assisted by his 
bro也er， but died as he entered 由e house.68 
The 砂dney Morning Herald reported the following day 也就 theMiller' s Point Push w，臼
in a s阳.te of resurgence a企er severa1 years of decline brought about by repeated police 
interventions into the neighbourhood. ‘Day by day 也e new "push" has become more 
daring, , the newspaper claimed.69 The image painted by the press was of a gang of 
ruffians running wild 也ough 也.e streets and terrorising 由eÌI由abi臼nts of Miller' s Point. 
白白lis section is based on the series ofpress repo由 in the Sydney Morning Herald and Daily Telegraph 
that appear时 between June and September 1893. 1 have endeavoured to footnote the exact articles where 
possible, however in some instances the information is gathered from multiple sources. 
回 Detai1s öfthe events surrounding Pert's death were widely reported in the Sydney newspapers between 
June26皿 and September 1893. For也e initial accounts ofthe events, see ‘Murder at Miller's Point: A 
Labouring Man Savagely Attacked. The Vic也n KickedtoD回ith. Eight Men Arrested' 司础eyMorning
Herald, June 26 1893, p8; ‘Brutal Murder at Miller's Point. A Man Kicked to Death in the S住自t.A
Sunday Morning Outr唔.e.Ex恼ordinaryMolestation of a "Push."自由It Arrests Made.' The Daily 
Telegraph, June 26 1893, p6 
ω ‘M田der at Miller's Point: A Labouring Man Savagely Attacked. The Victim Kicked to Death. Eight Men 
Arr回时'司，dneyMorning Herald, June 26 1893, p8 
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Yet，也e rea1ity appe缸s to be remarkably different. That something called 由e ‘Miller's
Point Push' existed seems indisputable. Throughout the court case, the terms ‘Push' and 
‘Ta1ent' were adopted by most of the witnesses to describe who the accused men were 
andhow也ey associated with one another. But, aside from the circumstances surrounding 
Pert's death, little evidence emerged 也at the Push was engaged in persistent acts of 
crimina1ity and intimidation. Instead, the court proceedings tell of a group of loca1 boys 
who lived and worked together and sought each others company in their leisure hours. 
Where violence occurred, it appe缸ed to be largely localised wi也in the group itself-
o直en used as a means for resolving disputes between Push members and maintaining a 
feeling of mutual respect. 
The men arrested for Pert's death were predominant1y employed in and around 也e
wharves as labourers, seamen and carters, although two were employed in printing.70 All 
but one lived loca11y in Miller's Point and had grown Up there 企om childhood. It is 
un1ikely that any of them came 仕om anything other 也an 也e labouring class, although in 
some cases 由ey were said to have ‘respectably connected' P'缸ents - two were the sons of 
a sea capt剖n， while another was the son of a master on a collier vessel. Qnly two had 
criminal records, but the nature of these prior offences is unknOwn.71 The wi恤esses atthe 
位ial gave s位ong character references for all of the accused, stating 由at 由ey were known 
to be industrious, hard working and respectable young men. 
70 币le details ofthe accused men were given 臼 follows: James Maguire, 27, labourer; Henry Doohan, 19, 
Steward; Thomas Howell, 18, labourer; David Howell, 19, printer; William Pearson, 18, compositor; 
Rudolph Van Kampen, 20， labour田'; Edward Rich, 26, seaman; Thomas George Reed, 20, drayman; Robert 
Milross, 22, a carter and resident ofUltimo. ‘Murder at Miller's Point: A Labouring Man Savagely 
Attacked.τ'he Victim Kicked to Dea:也 EightMen Arrested' 句，dneyMoming Herald, June 26 1893, p& 
71 ‘Bruta1 Murder at Miller's Point. A Man Kicked to Death in the Street. A Sunday Morning Outrage. 
Extraordin部yMolest甜on of a "Push." Eight Arrests Made.' The Daily Telegraph, June 26 1893, p6 
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Oneof也e persistent claims made by 也e press was 由at 位ials such 部也e Pert case were 
never allowed to proceed fairly due to the constant intimidation and sometÏmes assault of 
witnesses. A great deal was made over the arrest of Andrew Thomas shortly after 由e
beginning of the Pert trial, for allegedly making 由reats to one of the wi阳esses， saying 
that ‘You will be也e next to be laid out.' 72 Despite this, thirteen witnesses were brought 
before the court and all of 也em testified against the Push. The mfÿority of也em were 
employed as wharflabourers and knew the accused men personally. The most surprising 
thing, however, was 由at a large portion of them were themselves members of the Push. / 
One of them, James Dever, was not only a member, but had previously served several 
prison sentences for the ‘ larrikin crimes' of assault and raiding public houses.73 These 
witnesses e油ibited a strong sense of solidarity wi白白e accused 也roughout the trial, but 
their close relationship to the Push did not prevent 也.em from testifying against their 
accused comrades. Only one witness, Al企edWaters, initially refused to make a statement 
against 由e accused because ‘he did not 也ink it right,' but even he eventually testified 
before 也ecourt产
Some interesting observations can be made from this in岛rmation regarding the Push' s 
composition. ‘ Membership' seemed to be rather more of a fluid notion 由an something 
quantifiable. Different witnesses reported widely varying numbers when asked to 
72 吁heMillers Point Tragedy. Another Supposed P町岳ci阳ntArrested. The Result ofTwo Post~Mortem 
Examinations. Pert's Deæ也 Caused by Violence. A Father's Wish - the Terror ofthe Family.' Daìly 
Telegraph, June 281893， 3; ‘四eMiller's Point Tragedy. Continuation ofthe Inque剑.' Daily Telegraph, 
luly 61893, 3 
U 'The Miller's Point Tragedy. Continuation ofthe Inquest.' Daily Telegraph, July 6 1893, 9 
74 ‘The Miller's Point Tragedy. Continuation ofthe Inqu甜J 冉IdneyMorning Herald, July 11893, 13 
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quanti马， how strong 也e Push was - some saying that it was about a dozen men, some 
saying twenty or 由irty men, and some saying it was fifty-men strong. ‘Association' is 
perhaps a more accurate description for the way the Push was organised - for it w部
possible 岛r men to be considered a part of也e gang purely by virtue of the fact that 也ey
were often seen to- be talking to- well-kno-wn Push members. Througho-ut 由e trial there 
was in fact a dispute as to whether two of the accused, the Howell brothers, could be 
called members of the Push, and the testimonies of 由e di他rent witnesses never 
corresponded. At one point the fact 也at 由e Howell brothers did not use ‘ larrikin slang' 
was raised in order to prove 由at they could not be membe,rs.75 This only highlights the 
ephemeral nature of由e grouping. 
It appears that any young, labouring man of Miller' s Point may have been considered a 
member of the Push, and 由at the notion of membership could change according to 
personal circums回眩目. One witness, John Kyneur, stated 也at he had often associated 
with the Push before he was married, indicating that marriage was a point at which men 
might graduate from the adolescent associations the Push offered.76 That young men 
employed in similar fields of work might have found a need to unite together in this 
manner does not seem s缸'ange if the lab刨出19 conditions in and around the wharves are 
taken into consideration. Even without the economic depression of 也e 1890s, wharf 
labouring and carters jobs were often casual and seasonal and attracted high degrees of 
competition 企om an influx. ofunemployed labourers.77ηle solid创ty offered by the Push 
75 ‘Miller's Point Murder. Inquest Fur也.erAdjourned.' sy伽!yMorning Herald, June 30 1893, 3 
76 ‘The Miller's Point Traε，edy. Continuation ofthe Inquest.' 砂dneyMorning Herald, July 1 1893, 13 
11 See Kass, A Socio-Economic HistOly 01 Miller's Point, 13-19; Fitzgerald and Ke甜吨，Millers Point, 57-
63; Shirley Fitzgerald, Rising Damp: Sydney 1870-90, (Melbourne: 。对brdUniversity Press, 1987), 215 
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might be seen as an expression of defending 也e rights of local labourers 岛r continued 
employment on the wharves. 
The circumstance of Pert's death indicates 也at a degree of violence existed within the 
culture of the Push. The persistence with which Pert was pursued by Doohan and the 
Push raises questions over the motivation for the attack. The newspapers asserted 由at
Pert was killed because he was witness to a crime committed by members of the Push and 
was about to- t，臼，tify against them in court卢 Yet this motivation was o-nly mentioned once 
h也enewspap町 and not brought up in the court proceedings at a11. 
A more logical explanation is 由at fighting was considered a customary way for young 
working men ωresolve disputes between one ano也er. Evidence given by 也e witnesses 
reveals that fights were common amongst members of the Push.ηle witness M:町由I
Wright testified to having previously 岛ught with the accused, Thomas Reid, and come 
out 也e worse for wear. Despite 也is， they were on friendly terms afterwards.79 Two years 
prior to his death, Pert himself had been in a fight wi曲曲e witness James Dever. Dever 
described it 挝、 bit of a drunken go, pulling and pushing, but no hi创ng between 也em，
and it was a11 right in the moming卢o Dever, who was a Push member, had been 仕iends
wi由 Pert for eight years and had chosen to come to his defence the night prior to Pe此's
death when Doohan ambushed Pert outside the Gladstone Hotel. As members ofthe Push 
ran to assist Doohan in his attack, Dever held 也em back. This action in turn provoked a 
18 ‘Brutal Murder at Miller's Point. A Man Kicked to D阻，th in the Street. A Sunday Moming Ou'恼.ge.
E油田.ordin创yMolestation of a "Push." Eight Arr臼tsMade.' The Daily Telegraph, June 26 1893, p6 
;咀eMiIIer' s Point T吨呐·四irdDayof缸Trial' Daily Teleg.叩h.Au酬31893.3
。‘币leMiIIer's Point Tragedy. Continuation ofthe Inqu臼t.' Daily Telegraph. JuIy 61893.9 
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fight between Dever and Doohan and at 由e time of the tria1 Dever was still not on 
friendly terms wi由 Doohan or the PUSh.81 
Doohan was reported to say 也e morning of Pert's death that he wanted to have ‘afair 
dinkum fight' wi也 Pert.82 Yet, Pert seemed consistently unwilling to engage in 也is
method of dispute resolution, and it is perhaps 也is 由at provoked the Push' s continua1 
harassment. Pert even went to 由e length of seeking police protection the night before he 
was killed; however, despite the many months of intimidation he had endured, he had not 
in fact been previously assaulted. The police therefore determined 也at there was little 
由ey could do to protect him, short of taking a warrant out against Doohan which could 
not be performed on a weekend. In the meantime, Pert was advised to carry something 
heavy. Even prior to Doohan's assault on him, Pert was heard to say that 由e fight could 
wait until Monday - obviously intending to avoid violence 由rough legal intervention.83 
Doohan evidently did not wish to wait un甘1 Monday to resolve the dispute. Never也eless，
Doohan' s persistence in pursuing Pert does not appe缸 to have been condoned by other 
members of the Push. One of the other accused men, William Pearson, was said to have 
attempted to restrain Doohan the morning of也e assault, following Dever's actions the 
night before. After Pert had died, another ofthe accused went to Pert's brother's house to 
express his sincerest sorrow over the occurrence.84 
81 ‘Millers Point Tragedy. Continuation ofthe Inquest.' Daily Telegraph, July 51893, 7 
剧唱leMiller's Point Tragedy. 币le Coroner's Inquest. Evidence by Witnesses ofthe Crime.' Daily 
Telegraph, June 30 1893, 3 
83 咄eMillers Point Murder. Resumption ofthe Inqu臼t.' 砂'dneyMorning Herald, June 291893, 7 
胡‘四eMiller's Point Tragedy. The Trial at the Central Criminal Court. Thirty Eight Jurors Challenged. 
The Jury to Visitthe Scene oftheτ'ragedy.' Daily Telegraph, August 11893, 3 
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The coroner at the inquest felt 曲目 Doohan had attacked Pert unprovoked,‘with malice in 
his heart, , and t如at the Push had ‘rushed the defenceless man, and...so maltreated and 
illused him 由at he died..企om 由e effects ofthe brutal violence received at 由eir hands. ,85 
While the judge at the trial，也.e newspapers and the citizens at the public meeting 旭 the
Town Hall shared this opinion, it is probable 也at the jury was more sensitive to 由e
complex notions of solidarity 也at existed between the accused，也e witnesses and Tom 
Pert himself, and could see the manner in which Pert's death resembled a tragic accident 
rather than a cold blooded murder. They issued ‘a strong recommendation of mercy on 
the grounds of provocation卢6 'Provocation' was raised due to the nature of the 
relationship of 也e two accused men, Reid and Rich, with the man who had initially 
started the fight with Pe此， Doohan. It was said 也at the three were in some manner related 
ωone another, and that as Pert had finally engaged Doohan in 也e fight and been able to 
forcefully throw him to the ground，也at these actions may have provoked Reid and Rich 
to intervene in the defence of their relative. Never也eless， the logic behind the eventual 
jury verdict is not clear 仕om 也e press reports, which failed to report an严hing 也at
contradicted their own interpretation of由.e events as brutal murder. We might conjecture 
that the jury saw the full six months worth of fighting between Pert and the Push as 
provocation, and that Pert' s manner of engagement with the gang imp1ied a degree of 
responsibi1ity for his own death.87 
85 ‘The Miller's Point Tragedy. The Accused Committed for Trial,' I匀)dneyM017ling Herald, July 11 1893, 
3 
86 'The Miller's Point Tragedy. Verdict ofManslaughter. The Sentences on Reid and Rich.' Daily 
Telegraph, August 11 1893, 3 
87 咀le jury may have decided this way if they were able to see the intricate ways in which the Push related 
itselfto the local community. However, based on the newspaper repo此s alone it is impossible to say for 
certain exactly why the jury concluded in the way it did. It is possible that也e original court document 
could reveal more about the motivations ofthe jury. 咀leMi11er's Point Tragedy. Verdict ofManslaughter. 
τhe Sentences on Reid and Rich.' Daily Telegt叩h， August 111893, 3 
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A simil缸 over-tuming of assumptions occurred with relation to the other men originally 
charged with committing 也e murder. While 也.e Crown continued to 部sert that the men 
ought to be 创ed for the murder of Tom Pert, the judge presiding over the court argued 
that insu:fficient evidence had previously been brought to the court to prove 
incontrovertibly that 由e men were responsible for the death. He expressed sincere doubts 
that the six men were ‘the kind of young men supposed to associate together as a band of 
organised ruffians,' despite claims by the Crown that the men were ‘of 由e sea也ring
class' and likely to escape the colony unless remanded into custody. For these reasons, 
the judge determined to release the men, and in 也is manner the trial of Tom Pert resolved 
ag挝nst也e proponents of也emoral panic over larrikinism.88 
Conclusion: The Police and the Larrikin Push - Uncovering the Origins ofthe 
B哑oralPanic
That the moral panic over larrikinism was simply an expression of bourgeois prejudice 
against working class people would be a simple conclusion to draw 丘。m the above 
investigation. However, it would be absurd to claim 也就 suchp时udice emerged out of 
nowh町'e. The remaining link to be explored between也e reality of the larrikin Pushes and 
the shaping of the bourgeois moral panic lies at 也e level of police in恒rvention into 
working class communities. It is here 也at larrikin behaviour and the response 抽出is
behaviour collided. The majority of larrikin crimes were committed against the police, 
indicating 由at 部 police intervention inωworking class communities increased in 
gg 吁'heMiller's Point Tragedy. Release ofthe Accused.' Daily Tell唔叩h， August 16 1893, 3 
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response to middle class fears over lawlessness, larrikin crime in turn increased, sparking 
a sense of even greater lawlessness and resulting in a cyclical, esca1ating relationship 
between the moral panic and larrikin behaviour. 
h 由e wake of the Pert tria1, the 砂dney Moming Herald sent a reporter to follow 由e
police around different p缸ts of Sydney in the hope that he could uncover the hidden 
secrets behind larrikinism. Much to 也e repo此er's surprise, he discovered 由at 由e
‘larrikin' did not actua11y exist. He walked a11 around Sy也町，由rough slums, passed 
hovels, during the day and during the night, and found no sign of the fabled larrikin 
underclass. ‘1 don't believe there are any larrikin pushes,' he was told by one police 
inspector, who had laughed at his project,‘at least not in the sense of regularly organised 
gangs, haunting certain p町ts of the city卢9 More than anyone else in Syl也町，也e police 
understood the phenomenon of larrikinism. They knew 也at in the majority of cases, SO-
called larrikins were merely rowdy youths with a sense of humour bordering on 
impropriety. They were also aware that a level of antagonism existed between themselves 
and the communities they policed, and由at也is often resulted in violence. 
The animosity between larrikins and the police w部 widely reported. Pratt, who spent 
severa1 ye町s observing Push behaviour Up close, claimed 也.at ‘the police 缸'e keenly alive 
to 由e fact that the pushes regard them as their natural enemies, creatures to be mocked, 
derided, and assaulted whenever a favourable opportunity arises. ,90 The New SOU世I
Wales Legislature stated 由at ‘the police, undermanned 部也ey are, and no matter how 
白'The Police and Pub1ic Order，'砂dneyMorning Herald, Augt且5t 12 1893, 5 
"" Pratt, "'P因b"L缸rikini5m in Au跑回lia，' 29-30 
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也ey 缸'e strengthened, virtua11y carry their lives in their hands in localities infested by 
roughS.,91 In response to th~ Pert case, it was a11eged 由at 由e si阳ation had been allowed 
to develop due to the complete teη'Orisation 由at Miller's Point police suffered - a fact 
由a挝t was bome out by ‘n∞o lack ofrec∞or，时ds ofbrut刨al assaults on policemen in p严ifO∞ofoft由he
p阳owe町roft由his insuff能汪ra胁曲ble 守r阳缸m町y
‘咀ha创d his cheek laid 0叩pen b均y a stone and s臼eVI而er时al teeth kicked out,' in another case a 
constable had his skull :fractured by members of 也e Push户In July 1893 alone, amidst 
也e furore over Pert's death, a police officer narrowly escaped being shot to death by a 
pair ofyoung men.94 
However, police tactics in response were o:ften extreme, including the invasion of Push 
dis位icts， sometimes with arms, and the arrest of larrÌkins 岛r very trivia1 offences.95 
Police intervention il1to communities was crucial to 由e criminalisation of behaviour 
among working class youths, due to 由e elasticity police were able to employ when 
enforcing the law. Public order offences such as drinking and swearing - common 
larrikin 'crimes' - were not intrinsically illegal, but could be si阳ationa11y so, and were 
o:ften used by police in order to arrest undesirable elements. In阳m， resistance to police 
actions among 也ose ofthe ‘ larrikin-creed' w部 shaped by 由is heavy-handed application 
of law within their communities, and led to the incidents of rock throwing and even 
assault. The incidents of anti-police violence were likely to be over-blown by 也e press, 
91 New South Wales Legìslative Assembly,‘Disorderly Conduct Suppression Bill', 1892, 930 
92 'The Larri挝n Reign ofTerror.' Daily Telegraph, June 27 1893, 4 
归‘The Larrikin Reign ofTerror.' Daily Telegraph, June 27 1893, 4 
94 吨be Larrikin Pest，'司IdneyMorning Herald, July 241893, 3 
95 Pratt, "'Push" Larri挝nÏsm in Australia,' 29-30 
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but nevertheless were an essential background to the community-police rel硝onship.96
Undoubtedly，也ese methods of policing were adopted in p缸t as a response to 由e
continua1 outrage over larrikinism, but inevitably the criminalisation of working class 
youth behaviour itself led to increases of ‘ larrikinism' and the perception 也at Syl也ey
was under siege from crimina1 youths. In由is manner the policing of public order within 
Sydney's streets was intrinsically linked to 也e moral panic over larrikinism both in the 
way it shaped ‘ larrikin' behaviour within communities and 扭曲e way it provided fuel for 
也e frre burning over the middle-class outrage. 
After也e Pert case, Sydney's police force was immediately boosted by an additional for可
men.
97 A specia1 squad ofpolicemen known 部也e ‘Light Brigade' was a1so established 
with the intention 也at it would be a mobile policing unit 由at could target particular areas 
where trouble was anticipated. The police in this unit were armed with revolve风
a1though guns were not extended to the rest of the force due to a decision by the police 
themselves that 由is would be more harmful 也an effective to policing.98 These actions 
were interpreted by 也e 砂'dney Moming Herald reporter 部 precipitating the eradication 
of larrikinism a:由er a successful media intervention into the crisis of larrikinism. For this 
reporter, larrikins had heeded the tone of也e mora1 panic 一‘τhe larrikin, in fact, seems to 
have gauged very accurately the tone of the public mind, and as soon as he 岛und 由at
disorderly conduct and murderous assaults would no longer be tolerated he promptly 
96 Russell Hogg and皿laryGolder,‘Policing Sy，曲eyin也e Late Nineteenth Century,' in Policing in 
Australia: Historical Pe.呵1ectives， edited by Mark Finnane，但ensington， N.S.W.: New South Wales 
University Press, 1987), 64 
97 'The Police and Public Order. 11 - About the Ha'泸narket.' 冉IdneyMorning Herald, August 19 1893, 5 
98 吁'hePoli臼 andPublic Order. m - Woolloomooloo.' S)功啕IMorning Herald, August 26 1893, 4 
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gave up 也e game.,99 By contr出:t， The Bulletin was quick to reaffirm the outcome of the 
Pert 仕ial as evidence 由at 也e mainstream press had overreacted to the phenomenon of 
l缸世挝nism - that in fact there was ‘no savagery of"pushism," no rampant reign ofterror, 
no truth at all in the blood-curdling inventions of the daily press., lOO While neither of 
these papers 位iumphed 也e plight of the urban poor, their dialogue nevertheless reveals 
由e permeable nature ofthe moral panic over larrikinism, and the way in which bourgeois 
class prejudice worked to distort the representation ofreality. 
99 'The Police and Public Order,' Sydney Morning Herald, August 12 1893, 5 
Nυ"'Pushism" Exploded' The Bulletin, August 261893.4 
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